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Honorable Delegate, 

 
The United Nations General Assembly will be called into session on Thursday, April 29th, 1948 at 

the Stevens Hotel in Chicago, Illinois to discuss matters of international importance. The following 

agenda items will be discussed:  

 

Topic 1 – Creating a Framework for the Recognition of Future UN Territories  

Topic 2 – The Indonesian Question  

Topic 3 – Creating an International Framework for Refugees 

 

For your reference, our staff archivists have compiled the following Background Guide to 

provide you with relevant information regarding the topics that will be debated in the upcoming 

session. You will need to read and understand the contents of this Guide in order to expand upon 

their research and represent your home government accurately and effectively. 

 

If you have any questions regarding the operations of the committee meetings being held at 

Chicago International Model United Nations (CIMUN), please refer to the CIMUN MUN 

Toolkit which you have been provided. Should you have any questions concerning the content of 

your guide or questions on policy, you may consult with an official from the Department of 

Home Government by sending an email to homegovernment@cimun.org.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

Walker Fountain 

 

President of the General Assembly 
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1 Topic 1 – Creating a Framework for the Recognition of Future UN 

Territories 

1.1 Topic Overview 

            Beginning from the Sykes-Picot Agreement, conflict had been mounting between the 

Arab and Jewish populations in Palestine. The interventionist policies of Britain and The League 

of Nations led to the discontent of both Arabs and Jews which partially aided in the start of the 

Arab Revolt in 1936-1939. The addition of refugees trying to escape from the horrors of World 

War II and the Holocaust had helped to only the heighten the already tense situation.  

 In 1947, civil war erupted following the acceptance of the United Nations Resolution 

181(II) on November 29 which intended to divide Palestine into an Arab state, a Jewish state, 

and in international zone which was to be administered by the United Nations in Jerusalem. With 

fighting between the Israeli Defense Force and the Arab Liberation army, there have been 

hundreds of civilian and refugee casualties on both sides of the conflict with this number 

growing each day. The situation is dire, escalating, and common decency calls upon this body to 

resolve this pressing issue with the greatest of urgency. 

1.2 Background History 

 By the early years of the twentieth century, Palestine had become a trouble spot of 

competing territorial claims and political interests. The Ottoman Empire was weakening, and 

European powers were strengthening their grip on areas along the eastern Mediterranean, 

including Palestine. 1 After the break out of World War I in the summer of 1914, the Allied 

Forces of Britain, France, and Russia, held numerous discussions regarding the future of the 

                                                 
1 Primer on Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict | Middle East Research and Information Project. Web.  
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Ottoman Empire, fighting on the side of Germany and the Central Powers, and its vast expanse 

of territory in the Middle East, Arabia and southern-central Europe. In March of 1915, Britain 

signed a secret agreement with Russia, by its outlined terms, Russia would annex the Ottoman 

capital of Constantinople and retain control of the Dardanelles and the Gallipoli peninsula, the 

target of a major Allied military invasion in April 1915. In return, Russia would agree to British 

claims on other areas of the former Ottoman Empire and central Persia, including the oil-rich 

region of Mesopotamia. 2 

 During 1915-1916, as World War I was underway, the British High Commissioner in 

Egypt, Sir Henry McMahon, secretly corresponded with Husayn ibn ‘Ali, the patriarch of the 

Hashemite family and Ottoman governor of Mecca and Medina. 3 McMahon convinced Husayn 

to lead an Arab revolt against the Ottoman Empire, which was aligned with Germany against 

Britain and France in the war.  McMahon promised that if the Arabs supported Britain in the 

war, the British government would support the establishment of an independent Arab state under 

Hashemite rule in the Arab provinces of the Ottoman Empire, including Palestine.  The Arab 

revolt, led by Husayn’s son Faysal and T. E. Lawrence, was successful in defeating the 

Ottomans, and Britain took control over much of this area during World War I.  

 More than a year after the meeting between the Allied Forces, British and French 

representatives, Sir Mark Sykes and Francois Georges Picot, authored another secret agreement 

regarding the future spoils of World War I. Picot represented a small group determined to secure 

control of Syria for France; for his part, Sykes raised British demands to balance out influence in 

the region. The agreement largely neglected to allow for the future growth of Arab nationalism, 

                                                 
2 "Britain and France conclude Sykes-Picot agreement." History.com. A&E Television Networks. Web.  
3 Primer on Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict | Middle East Research and Information Project. Web.  
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which at that same moment the British government and military were working to use to their 

advantage against the Turks. In the Sykes-Picot agreement, concluded on May 19, 1916, France 

and Britain divided up the Arab territories of the former Ottoman Empire into spheres of 

influence. In its designated sphere, it was agreed, each country shall be allowed to establish such 

direct or indirect administration or control as they desire and as they may think fit to arrange 

with the Arab State or Confederation of Arab States.  Under Sykes-Picot, the Syrian coast and 

majority of Lebanon went to France; Britain would seize direct control over the central and 

southern Iraqi provinces in Baghdad and Basra. Palestine, under British influence, would have an 

international administration, as other powers, namely Russia, held an interest in this region. The 

rest of the territory in question, including Syria, Lebanon, and Mosul in northern Iraq, would 

have local Arab chiefs under French supervision in the north and British in the south. 4 

 Britain however had dealings contrary to the Husayn-McMahon understandings. 5 

Britain’s public acknowledgement and support of the Zionist movement emerged from its 

growing concern surrounding World War I. By mid-1917, Britain and France were in stalemate 

                                                 
4 "Britain and France conclude Sykes-Picot agreement." History.com. A&E Television Networks. Web. 

5 Primer on Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict | Middle East Research and Information Project. Web.  
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with Germany on the Western Front, while efforts to defeat Turkey on the Gallipoli Peninsula 

had failed spectacularly. On the Eastern Front, revolution in March had toppled Czar Nicholas II 

of Russia, and the Provisional Government was struggling against widespread opposition to 

maintain the war effort against Germany and Austria-Hungary. Although the United States had 

just entered the war on the Allied side, deployment of American troops was not scheduled to 

arrive on the European continent until the following year. 6 

 British Prime Minister David Lloyd George made the decision to publicly support 

Zionism and the Yishuv, the Jewish residents of Palestine. The motives behind this decision were 

various aside from a genuine belief in the Zionist cause to establish a Jewish homeland in 

Palestine, held by Lloyd George among others, Britain’s leaders hoped that a formal declaration 

in favor of Zionism would garner Jewish support for the Allies in neutral countries, the United 

States, and Russia. Despite Britain’s earlier agreement with France dividing the spheres of 

influence in the Middle Eastern region after the presumed defeat of the Ottoman Empire, Lloyd 

George had come to see British dominance in Palestine as an essential post-war goal. The 

establishment of a Zionist state under the British protectorate would accomplish this, while 

seemingly following the stated Allied aim of self-determination for smaller nations. 7 

 On November 2, 1917,  British Foreign Secretary Lord Arthur Balfour authored the 

Balfour Declaration stating “His Majesty’s Government view with favor the establishment in 

Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavors to facilitate 

the achievement of this object, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may 

prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or the 

                                                 
6 "The Balfour Declaration." History.com. A&E Television Networks. Web.  

7 "The Balfour Declaration." History.com. A&E Television Networks. Web. 
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rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country.” By the time the statement was 

published in British and international newspapers one week later, one of its major objectives had 

been rendered obsolete, Vladimir Lenin’s Bolsheviks had gained power in Russia, and one of 

their first actions was to call for an immediate armistice by officially withdrawing Russia from 

World War I. 8 

 Nonetheless, the influence of the Balfour Declaration on the course of the post-war 

events was immediate: According to the mandate system created by the Versailles Treaty of 

1919, Britain was entrusted with the temporary administration of Palestine, with the 

understanding that it would work on behalf of both its Jewish and Arab inhabitants. Many Arabs, 

in Palestine and elsewhere, were angered by their failure to receive the nationhood and self-

government they had been led to expect in return for their participation in the war against 

Turkey. 9 After World War I, Britain and France convinced the new League of Nations, in which 

they were the dominant powers, to grant them quasi-colonial authority over the former Ottoman 

territories outlined in the Sykes-Picot Agreement. 10 In 1921, the British divided their territory in 

the Middle East into two regions; east of the Jordan River became the Emirate of Transjordan, to 

be ruled by Faysal’s brother Abdallah, and west of the Jordan River became the Palestine 

Mandate with an estimated 700,000 Arabs and 56,000 Jews living in the region. 11 By 1923, the 

British administration in Palestine was formalized by the League of Nations under the Palestine 

Mandate in, as part of the Partition of the Ottoman Empire following World War I. 12 

 

                                                 
8 "The Balfour Declaration." History.com. A&E Television Networks. Web. 
9 "The Balfour Declaration." History.com. A&E Television Networks. Web. 

10 Primer on Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict | Middle East Research and Information Project. Web.  
11 Mansfield, Peter. The Arabs. 1992, p. 172–175, ISBN 0-14-014768-3 

12 Mansfield, Peter. The Arabs. 1992, p. 172–175, ISBN 0-14-014768-3 
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 Soon afterwards, clashes broke out between Arabs and Jews in which roughly equal 

numbers from both communities were killed. 13 When the Jewish National Fund purchased large 

tracts of land from absentee Arab landowners, the Arabs living in these areas were evicted. 

These displacements led to increasing tensions and violent confrontations between Jewish 

settlers and Arab peasant tenants. In 1928, Muslims and Jews in Jerusalem began to clash over 

their respective communal religious rights at the Western Wall. 14 The sole remnant of the 

second Jewish Temple, is the Wall is holiest site in the Jewish religious tradition. Above the 

Wall is a large plaza known as the Temple Mount, the location of the two ancient Israelite 

temples. The Wall is also sacred to Muslims; the location hosts the al-Aqsa Mosque and the 

Dome of the Rock, believed to mark the spot from which the Prophet Muhammad ascended to 

heaven on a winged horse, al-Buraq, that he tethered to the Western Wall. On August 15, 1929, 

members of the Betar Jewish Youth Movement held a demonstration in which they raised a 

Zionist flag over the Western Wall. Fearing that the Noble Sanctuary was in danger, Arabs 

responded by attacking Jews in Jerusalem, Hebron, and Safed. 15 Among the dead were 64 Jews 

in Hebron while Muslim neighbors saved many others. The Jewish community of Hebron ceased 

to exist when its surviving members left for Jerusalem. During a week of communal violence, 

133 Jews and 115 Arabs were killed and many wounded.  

After the Nazis seized power in Germany in 1933, Adolf Hitler publicly discouraged 

public disorder, however violence against Jews was tolerated and even encouraged at certain 

periods when Nazi leaders calculated that the violence would prepare the German population for 

harsh antisemitic legal and administrative measures implemented ostensibly to restore order. 

                                                 
13 Primer on Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict | Middle East Research and Information Project. Web.  

14 Primer on Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict | Middle East Research and Information Project. Web.  
15 Primer on Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict | Middle East Research and Information Project. Web.  
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Periods of violence known as pogroms had covered the first two months of the Nazi regime and 

culminated in a law dismissing Jews and Communists from the civil service on April 7, 1933. 

The summer before the announcement of the Nuremberg Race Laws in September 1935 saw 

frequent violence against Jews in various German cities. Such violence, particularly 

demonstrated on the streets, involved burning down synagogues, destroying Jewish-owned 

homes and businesses, and physical assaults on individuals. The orchestrated nationwide 

campaign known as Kristallnacht of November 9-10,1938, was by far the largest, most 

destructive, and most clearly orchestrated pogrom against Jews beginning with riots in Vienna 

after the Anschluss of Austria in March. Kristallnacht was followed by a dramatic surge in anti-

Jewish legislation during the autumn and winter of 1938-1939 leading into World War II. 16 

European Jewish immigration to Palestine increased dramatically with the onset of World 

War II waging in Europe, leading to new land purchases and increased Jewish settlements by 

wartime refugees. With the increased Jewish population and British ruling in the area, tensions 

once again began to rise within the Arab communities. Palestinian resistance to British control 

and Zionist settlement climaxed with the Arab Revolt of 1936-1939 led by Abd al-Qadir al-

Husayni, a Palestinian nationalist and who founded the militant group known as the Organization 

for Holy Struggle which he and Hasan Salama commanded as the Army of the Holy War, against 

the British regime. Britain quickly 

suppressed the Revolt with the help of 

Zionist militias and the collaboration of 

neighboring Arab regimes and exiled al-

Husayni to Iraq. After crushing the Arab 

                                                 
16 "Pogroms." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web. 
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Revolt, the British reconsidered their governing policies to maintain order in an increasingly 

tense environment. This change in polity lead to the issuing of the MacDonald White Paper in 

1939 which limited future Jewish immigration and land purchases and promised national 

independence in ten years, which would have resulted in a majority-Arab Palestinian state. 17 The 

Zionists regarded the White Paper as a betrayal of the earlier Balfour Declaration and a 

particularly egregious act considering the desperate situation of the Jews in Eastern Europe, who 

were facing extermination. The White Paper marked the end of the British-Zionist alliance; at the 

same time, the defeat of the Arab revolt and the exile of military leadership meant that the 

Palestinians were left politically disorganized.  

 Following the Arab Revolt, which aimed to pursue Palestinian independence and secure 

the country from foreign control, the British established the Peel Commission. 18 The 

Commission concluded that the Palestine Mandate had become unworkable, and recommended 

the Partition Plan to create a small Jewish and mandatory Palestinian state. To further address 

any potential problems arising from the presence of ethnic minorities in each area, the Partition 

Plan suggested a land and population transfer involving the transfer of some 225,000 Arabs 

living in the envisaged Jewish state and 1,250 Jews living in a future Arab state, a measure 

deemed compulsory.  19 20 21 The Palestinian Arab leadership rejected the partition as 

                                                 
17 Primer on Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict | Middle East Research and Information Project. Web.  

18 Khalidi, Rashid (2006). The Iron Cage: The Story of the Palestinian Struggle for Statehood. Boston, Beacon Press. Pg. 181. 

Print. ISBN 9780807003091 

19 Palestine Royal Commission Report. 1937, p. 389–391. 
20 Morris, Benny (2001). Righteous victims: a history of the Zionist -Arab conflict. New York: Vintage. Pg. 139. ISBN: 

0679744754. 

21 Bose, Sumantra. (2007). Contested lands: Israel-Palestine, Kashmir, Bosnia, Cyprus, and Sri Lanka. Harvard University Press. 

Pg. 223. Print. ISBN 0674028562. 
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unacceptable, given the inequality in the proposed population exchange and the transfer of one-

third of Palestine, including some of its best agricultural land, to recent immigrants. 22 

 During World War II, the German mobile killing units known as the Einsatzgruppen 

received orders to encourage the indigenous populations living in newly conquered European 

Soviet territory in launching pogroms. The 

pogroms in towns such as Bialystok, Kovno, 

Lvov, and Riga complemented the German 

policy of systematically eliminating Jewish 

communities in the Soviet Union. On June 

29, 1941, Romanian officials and military units, assisted by German soldiers invaded the Soviet 

Union killing at least 8,000 Jews during a pogrom in Iași, in the Romanian province of 

Moldavia. On July 10, 1941, Polish residents of Jedwabne, a small town in the Bialystok District 

of first Soviet-occupied and then German-occupied Poland, participated in the murder of 

hundreds of their Jewish neighbors. By late summer of 1941, increasing instances of political 

corruption, destruction of economic resources, and the infiltration of former communists into 

groups that perpetrated the pogroms led the German authorities to abandon the practice on the 

Eastern Front. German paramilitary Schutzstaffel units hastily recruited auxiliary police units 

and began to carry out systematic and controlled massacres of entire Jewish communities in the 

occupied Soviet Union. 23  

 

                                                 
22 Bose, Sumantra. (2007). Contested lands: Israel-Palestine, Kashmir, Bosnia, Cyprus, and Sri Lanka. Harvard University Press. 

Pg. 223. Print. ISBN 0674028562. 
23 "Pogroms." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web. 
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1.3 Current Situation 

 Within months of Germany's surrender during World War II in May 1945, the Allied 

Forces repatriated more than six million displaced persons to their home countries. Most Jewish 

survivors, who had survived concentration camps or had been in hiding, were unable or 

unwilling to return to Eastern Europe because 

of postwar antisemitism and the destruction of 

their communities during the Holocaust. 24 In 

Kielce, Poland, residents launched a pogrom 

against surviving and returning Jews in the 

city on July 4, 1946. Mobs attacked Jews after 

false rumors spread that Jews had abducted a Christian child whom they intended to kill for ritual 

purposes. The rioters killed at least 42 Jews and wounded approximately 50 more. The pogrom 

in Kielce and others after was one of the factors that led to a mass westward migration to Allied 

liberated territories, displaced persons camps, and urban displaced persons centers, by hundreds 

of thousands of Jews who had survived the Holocaust. 25  

 The Allied Forces established such camps in newly liberated Germany, Austria, and Italy 

for refugees waiting to leave Europe. Most of the Jewish displaced persons were in the British 

occupation zone in northern Germany and in the American occupation zone in the south; the 

British established a large displaced persons camp adjacent to the former concentration camp of 

Bergen-Belsen in Germany, while several large camps, Feldafing, Landsberg, and Foehrenwald, 

holding 4,000 to 6,000 displaced persons each were located in the American zones. At its peak in 

                                                 
24 "Postwar Refugee Crisis and the Establishment of the State of Israel." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United 

States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web.  
25 "Pogroms." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web. 
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1947, the Jewish displaced person population reached approximately 250,000. While the United 

Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) administered all displaced persons 

camps and centers, Jewish displaced persons achieved a large measure of internal autonomy. 26 A 

variety of Jewish agencies were active in the displaced persons camps such as the American 

Jewish Joint Distribution Committee provided refugees with food and clothing while the 

Organization for Rehabilitation through Training (ORT) offered vocational training for 

Holocaust survivors. Jewish displaced persons also began to form self-governing organizations, 

and many worked toward the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine. 

 In the United States, immigration restrictions strictly limited the number of refugees 

permitted to enter the country. The British, who had received a mandate from the League of 

Nations to administer Palestine, severely restricted Jewish immigration largely because of Arab 

objections. Many other countries closed their borders to Jewish immigration as well. 27 Soon 

after the immigration ban, The Jewish Brigade Group, formed as a unit within the British army in 

late 1944, worked with former partisans to help organize the Brihah, an exodus of 250,000 

Jewish refugees from inside Europe to the coast in an attempt to sail for Palestine. The Mosad le-

Aliyah Bet 28 , a branch of the Jewish paramilitary organization called the Haganah, organized 

"illegal" immigration by ship. British intercepted and stopped the Exodus 1947 at the port of 

Haifa. The ship had 4,500 Holocaust survivors on board, who were returned to Germany. After 

multiple attempts to enter Palestine, the British detained over 50,000 refugees in detention camps 

                                                 
26 "Postwar Refugee Crisis and the Establishment of the State of Israel." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United 

States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web. 
27 "Postwar Refugee Crisis and the Establishment of the State of Israel." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United 

States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web. 
28 "Aliyah Bet." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web. 
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on the island of Cyprus in the eastern Mediterranean Sea. 29 The use of detention camps as a 

deterrent failed, and the flood of immigrants attempting entry into Palestine continued. 

Additionally, the internment of Jewish refugees turned world opinion against British policy in 

Palestine causing 30 American president Harry Truman to pressured Britain into admitting 

100,000 Jewish refugees into Palestine, but due to the 1939 MacDonald White Paper Britain 

maintained its immigration limits.  As the 

refugee crisis escalated, the British 

government decided to submit the problem 

of Palestine to the UN. 31 

 In February 1947, Britain announced 

its intent to terminate the Mandate for 

Palestine, referring the matter of the future 

of Palestine to the newly formed United 

Nations (UN). 32 In May 1947, the UN 

formed a The United Nations Special 

Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP) to 

prepare a report on partition recommendations. By August 1947, after three months of 

conducting hearings and general survey of the situation in Palestine, a majority report of the 

committee recommended that the region be partitioned into an Arab and a Jewish state, which 

                                                 
29 "Postwar Refugee Crisis and the Establishment of the State of Israel." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United 

States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web. 
30 "Postwar Refugee Crisis and the Establishment of the State of Israel." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United 

States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web.  
31 "Postwar Refugee Crisis and the Establishment of the State of Israel." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United 

States Holocaust Memorial M useum. Web. 
32 Newsom, David D. (2001). The Imperial Mantle: The United States, Decolonization, and the Third World. Indiana University 

Press. 2001, p. 77. 
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should retain an economic union. An international zone was envisioned for the city of Jerusalem.  

In a special session, the UN General Assembly voted on UNGA Resolution 181(II) 33 in 

November 29, 1947, to partition Palestine into two new states, one Jewish and the other Arab, a 

recommendation that Jewish leaders accepted and the Arabs rejected. The UNGA Resolution 

181 (II) proposed a partition plan that divided the country so that each state would have a 

majority of its own population, although a few Jewish settlements would fall within the proposed 

Arab state while hundreds of thousands of Palestinian Arabs would become part of the proposed 

Jewish state. The territory designated for the Jewish state would be slightly larger than the Arab 

state, excluding Jerusalem, on the assumption that increasing numbers of Jews would immigrate 

there. 34 Resolution 181(II) was joyously greeted by Jewish communities and widespread outrage 

in the Arab world. Violence erupted almost immediately; the British refrained from intervening 

as Arab-Israeli tensions rose to civil war. Fighting began between the Arab and Jewish residents 

of Palestine shortly after the adoption of the Partition Plan. The Arab military forces were poorly 

organized, trained, and armed; in contrast, Zionist military forces were well organized, trained, 

and armed. Both sides acted offensively in defiance of the Partition Plan, which foresaw 

Jerusalem as an international city, under neither Jewish nor Arab jurisdiction. The Arabs did not 

accept the Plan, while the Jews were determined to oppose the internationalization of the city, 

and secure it as part of the Jewish state.   

 From January 1948 onwards, Arab operations became increasingly militarized, with the 

intervention of the Arab Liberation Army regiments inside Palestine, each active in different 

coastal towns with major presence in the towns of Galilee and Samaria. 35 On February 7, 1948, 

                                                 
33 UNGA Resolution 181 (II)  
34 Primer on Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict | Middle East Research and Information Project. Web.  
35 Gelber, Yoav (2006). Palestine 1948: War, Escape and the Emergence of the Palestinian Refugee Problem. p. 51–56.  Sussex 

Academic Press; 2nd edition. Print.  
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the British decided to support the annexation of the Arab controlled Palestine by Transjordan. 

Abd al-Qadir al-Husayni returned from exile with several fighters for The Army of the Holy War 

and immediately organized the blockade of the 100,000 Jewish residents of Jerusalem. 

Yishuv authorities tried to supply Jerusalem with convoys of up to 100 armored vehicles, but the 

operation became more and more impractical as the number of casualties in the relief convoys 

surged. By March 1948, al-Husayni's strategy was successful; almost all the Haganah's armored 

vehicles had been destroyed, the blockade was fully operational, and hundreds of Haganah 

members who had tried to bring supplies into Jerusalem were killed. The situation for those who 

resided in Jewish settlements in Negev and north of Galilee was even more critical. The civil war 

in Palestine caused the United States to withdraw support for Resolution 181(II), encouraging 

the Arab League to believe Palestinian Arabs, reinforced by the Arab Liberation Army, could put 

an end to the Partition Plan.  

 In a last-ditch effort, president of the Jewish Agency Executive, David Ben-

Gurion reorganized and united the various branches of independent Jewish militias and the 

Haganah into the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) and made all Jewish men and women in the 

country receive compulsory military training. Funds raised by Golda Meir from the United 

States, and Joseph Stalin's decision to support the Zionist cause from the Soviet Union raised 

morale in Palestine to fight for the Zionist cause. With the boost in morale, IDF agents were able 

to recover German armament stockpiles from World War II were codenamed Operation Balak. 

Through Balak, Czechoslovakia supplied thousands of vz. 24 rifles, MG 34 and ZB 37 machine 

guns, ammunition, Supermarine Spitfire fighter planes, and Avia S-199 fighter planes to Israel 

via abandoned Luftwaffe runways with the agreement of the Yugoslav government to avoid 
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European embargoes and boycotts from transferring weapons to the Yishuv fighters in 

Palestine.36 

 In addition to Operation Balak, Ben-Gurion invested Chief of Staff of the Israeli Defense 

Force, Yigael Yadin, with the responsibility to create Plan Dalet, an offense timed in relation to 

the evacuation of British forces. Dalet set the guidelines for the takeover of Mandatory Palestine, 

declare a Jewish state, and defend its borders, 

including the Jewish population outside of the 

border, in the anticipation of the invasion by 

the Arab armies. 37 38 By the end of April 

1948, Plan Dalet was already in effect. 

Separately, Operation Nachshon, was devised to lift the siege of Jerusalem. 1500 men from the 

Haganah’s Givati brigade and Zionist militia force the Palmach's Harel brigade conducted raids 

to liberate the route to the city between April 5-20. Operation Nachshson was successful, 

liberating the city and supplied the Jewish population of Jerusalem for approximately two 

months. 

 Independently of the Haganah, IDF, or Plan Dalet, Zionist militia fighters from the Irgun 

and Lehi organizations massacred and slaughtered a considerable number of Arabs in a 

Palestinian village on April 9 at the Deir Yassin Massacre. The towns of 

Tiberias, Haifa, Safed, Beisan, Jaffa, and Acre fell, resulting in the exodus of more than 250,000 

Palestinian Arabs known as the Palestinian Exodus. 39 By the end of April 1948, the Zionist 

                                                 
36  Security Council Resolution 46, 1948, Calling for an Arms Embargo. UN Doc S/723 

37 Tal, David (2004). War in Palestine, 1948: strategy and diplomacy. p. 165. Psychology Press. 
38 Morris, Benny. The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem Revisited. p. 155. Cambridge University Press. 
39 Newsom, David D. (2001). The Imperial Mantle: The United States, Decolonization, and the Third World. Indiana University 

Press. 2001, p. 77. 
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forces had secured control over most of the territory allotted to the Jewish state in the UN plan 

and begun to go on the offensive, conquering territory well beyond the partition borders, in 

several sectors. 40 Soon after, the British fully withdrew their troops from Palestine, pushing the 

leaders of the neighboring Arab states to intervene.  

 As of yet, Arab states have been unable to assemble sufficient forces to overwhelm the 

combination of the Yishuv forces made of the Haganah, IDF, and independent Zionist 

paramilitary militias.  

1.4 Bloc Positions 

 The five Arab states that joined the war to date are Egypt, Transjordan, Syria, Lebanon 

and Iraq, sending expeditionary forces of their regular armies. Additional contingents came from 

Saudi Arabia and Yemen as well as local Palestinian militia groups. By the April of 1948, the 

available number of Arab troops likely to be committed to war has been estimated between 

23,500 and 26,500 consisting of 10,000 Egyptians enforced with Saudi fighters, 4,500 

Jordanians, 3,000 Iraqis, 3,000–6,000 Syrians, 2,000 Arab Liberation Army volunteers, and 

1,000 Lebanese. Sudan, Yemen, and Morocco have promised fighters to be sent to reinforce the 

Arab troops. 

 Transjordan's Arab Legion was considered the most effective Arab force. Armed, trained, 

and commanded by British officers; organized in four infantry regiments supported by some 40 

artillery pieces and 75 armored cars. Until January 1948, it was reinforced by the 3,000-strong 

Transjordan Frontier Force. 41 Arab Legion under command of Lt. Gen. Sir John Glubb has 

assisted in the further training of any new Arab volunteers.  

                                                 
40 Primer on Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict | Middle East Research and Information Project. Web.  

41 Karsh, Efraim (2002). The Arab-Israeli conflict: the Palestine War 1948. Oxford: Osprey Publishing. Pg. 26-27. Print. ISBN: 

1841763721. 
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 With the assistance of arms shipments from Czechoslovakia as part of Operation Balak, 

Yishuv forces have been organized into nine brigades with the forces growing steadily due to the 

progressive mobilization of Israeli society and the influx immigrants each month. 42  

1.5 Discussion Questions 

● What immediate actions can be taken to protect civilians and refugees in this conflict?  

● Is Israel’s occupation of its conquered territory legal based on the original guidelines of 

the UNGA Resolution 181(II)? 

● What can be done by the General Assembly take to de-escalate the situation in Palestine?  

1.6 Key Terms 

● Sykes-Picot Agreement 1916 

● Balfour Declaration 1917 

● Palestine Mandate 1923 Syria after World War I. 

● Peel Commission 1936  

● MacDonald White Paper 1939 

● UNGA Resolution 181(II) 1947  
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2 Topic 2 – The Indonesian Question 

2.1 Topic Overview 

Over the last four years, the Netherlands and the revolutionary Republic of Indonesia have 

fought a bitter war. The Netherlands seeks to return Indonesia to its colonial rule, as it had been 

when it was the Dutch East Indies before the Japanese invasion. They claim the area is part of their 

sovereign territory. Meanwhile the Republicans fight for independence, but are a heterogeneous 

amalgamation of visionaries, freedom fighters, political parties, and extremists.  

The recent Renville Agreement, possible only through extensive United Nations 

intervention, has created an uneasy truce, but the success of the agreement has been mixed so far. 

In February, there was a major skirmish when Dutch troops attack a battalion of Indonesian troops 

that they believed were moving across the lines established by the Renville Agreement. The 

Republic insist the troops were being moved to ease internal tensions, and were not crossing into 

Dutch territory. Indonesia also claims that the Netherlands violated the agreement by holding an 

unmonitored plebiscite in Madura only a week after the agreement was signed. While the region 

hasn’t descended back into warfare, peace is certainly hanging by a thread. 

While the United Nations Security Council has handled the brunt of the work in this 

dispute, and they continue to actively monitor the situation, it is high time that the General 

Assembly weighs in as well. The UN’s goal is the maintenance of international peace and security, 

but there have been tens of thousands of deaths in Indonesia already. Beyond that, the power of 

the UN itself is at stake. This is a new organization, and this is one of the first major internationa l 

incidents that the organization has tried to tackle. The UN’s actions here could set a precedent for 

decades, and dictate the efficacy of the organization in protecting world peace. 
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2.2 History and Background 

2.2.1 Colonial Era Dutch East Indies (1800 – 1942) 

The colonial era in Indonesia began in earnest on January 1st, 1800. Previous to this date, 

most of Indonesia had been loosely under the rule of the Dutch East Trading Company (VOC). 

While the VOC used the land and the people for their resources, they had no great interest in ruling 

politically, so long as their business needs were met. However, by the end of the 18 th century, the 

VOC was failing, and on the first day of the year 1800, the company was nationalized, and all 

colonial territories were brought under official government rule. 

The Dutch East Indies were perhaps the most important Dutch colony. Boxed out by the 

colonial successes of their European rivals like Spain, Portugal, and the British Empire, the Dutch 

did not control much territory in Africa or the Americas. By the end of the 19 th century, the Dutch 

East Indies represented the only colonial sphere of influence the Dutch could control; South East 

Asia. By this time, the Dutch East Indies were a central part of the spice trade, making them an 

important economic piece of the Dutch. However, the Netherlands was not a major military power. 

The German expansion at the onset of World War II proved too much for the Dutch military, and 

the Netherlands was conquered by the Nazis in 1940. This left their valuable colonial territories 

vulnerable to Japanese attack. By the end of March, 1942 the Japanese military had expelled the 

Dutch and their allies from Indonesia and had established their own control. 

2.2.2 Japanese Occupation (1942-1945) 

While the occupation of Indonesia was short-lived, it proved to be essential to the 

emergence of a national identity for the local populace, as well as the establishment of an 

independence movement. The Japanese presented themselves as the “Light of Asia,” as a part of 

their “Greater East Asian Prosperity Sphere” strategy. They were the only Asian power that stood 
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as an equal to the European empires that had oppressed the region for centuries. The local populace 

welcomed the Japanese invasion with excitement, and many people assisted the Japanese during 

the fighting.  

The excitement at the fall of the Dutch was quickly extinguished when the Japanese proved 

to be an even more oppressive regime. Whereas the Dutch had mostly ignored the countryside, 

instead exerting control from the cities, the Japanese maintained direct control over a vast majority 

of the land. They were counting on Indonesian participation in the war effort, with the local oil 

and rubber resources being of particular interest. As such, they conscripted many of the locals into 

forced labor camps, and in the early months of the occupation the Japanese aggressive ly 

suppressed any nationalist support.  

By the end of 1943, however, the Japanese changed their strategy. Cognizant of the fact 

that they were losing the war in the Pacific, the Japanese turned to Indonesian nationalist leaders 

to help increase the efficacy of the local populace’s war efforts. The revolutionary and current 

leader of Indonesia, President Sukarno, rose to power during this time. Japan recruited him and 

many other leaders to spread nationalist messages encouraging the people of Indonesia to join the 

Japanese war effort for their own good. Over the next year and a half, the Japanese would work 

with these leaders to deconstruct the colonial state that the Dutch had created, educate and 

politicize the local populace, and mobilize a large nationalist movement. This evolution would 

have been impossible under Dutch colonial rule, but suddenly an independent Indonesia seemed a 

possibility. 

2.2.3 Revolutionary Period (1945 – Present) 

By the start of 1945, it was clear the Japan was going to lose the war. Two days after the 

capitulation of Japan to the Allied forces, Sukarno and his fellow Republicans issued a 
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proclamation of independence. However, the terms of the Japanese surrender required them to 

maintain order until the Allies could install civilian government. The Dutch insisted that this meant 

the return of Indonesia to colonial rule, though neither the Japanese nor the Allied forces were  

particularly interested in helping the weakened Netherland reclaim their territory.  

The resulting power vacuum allowed Republican forces to swell, but organization was 

poor. There were many leaders, each with different opinions on the best path to freedom. The 

chaos was a breeding ground for bloodshed, and the movement spiraled out of control. Indonesian 

freedom fighters, known as Pemuda, were desperate for action and in their impatience, they began 

to attack foreigners over the next year and half, a period known as the Bersiap. During this time, 

thousands of foreigners went missing, most presumed to have been massacred. 

It was under this auspicious shadow of chaos and violence that the watershed Battle of 

Surabaya occurred. Although poorly armed, the Republican forces had gathered in great number 

and unity in the city of Surabaya. The British sent thousands of troops to take the city, provoked 

by the massacres of Europeans at the hands of angry Indonesion mobs. The British took the city at 

great cost to the rebels, with many thousands of them dying in the battle. However, the ferocity of 

the defenders inspired the country to unite behind the Republicans, and helped convince the British 

to stay neutral in the conflict. However, shortly after the Dutch landed 50,000 troops on the shores 

of Indonesia to suppress the rebellion. This can be considered the start of the current conflict. 

2.2.4 Ancillary Background 

It is important to consider the role of the United Nations in the global community when 

debating the current situation in Indonesia. Formed recently, the UN would like to be the arbiter 

on an ambitiously broad scope, seeking to restore the peace in a post WWII world, mediate the 

transition to a post-colonial world via the trusteeship system, provide humanitarian aid to those in 
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need, and maintain international peace and security without infringing on national sovereignty. 

However, it remains to be seen whether the organization has the necessary tools at its disposal to 

execute such a multi- faceted portfolio. 

Key among this debate is the powers allotted to both the Security Council and the General 

Assembly. The interpretations of chapters VI and VII of the UN charter, and Article 39 

particularly, will serve as precedents for years. This debate was so contentious that the invocation 

of Article 39 was removed from the original draft of UNSC Resolution 27 (covered later) in order 

to secure its passage. The ramifications of these proceedings will not be exclusively felt within 

Indonesia and the Netherlands. 

2.3 Current Events 

2.3.1 Linggadjati Agreement 

By the halfway point of 1946, the Dutch army had largely wrested control of the major 

areas of Indonesia from the Republican army, at great cost to both sides. However, as during their 

earlier colonial rule, the countryside proved much harder to subdue. Insurrection in the form of 

guerilla warfare plagued the Dutch armies. Although the Dutch had set up semi-autonomous states 

across the islands, the war was far from over. The Netherlands were also feeling great internationa l 

pressure. The large humanitarian cost of the battles so soon after the end of WWII, as well as a 

gradual turning of the tide in global opinion against colonial imperialism, led to most of the world 

supporting some form of Indonesian independence.  

Exhausted by war, but unwilling to suffer the economic hardship of losing the Indonesian 

spice trade, the Netherlands began negotiations with the Republican forces. The British managed 

to mediate and agreement. The islands of Java, Sumatra, Madura would form an autonomous state 

in the newly formed United States of Indonesia. However, this federation, along with the other 
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Dutch colonial territories in the area, would be part of a union that was still ruled by the Dutch 

monarchy, akin to the British Commonwealth. The union was supposed to have been formed by 

the first of January 1949. However, despite both sides agreeing in principle to the terms, the 

agreement never came into effect. The Republic delayed ratification until early 1947, and the 

Netherlands never ratified the agreed upon terms at all, instead passing a changed version of the 

agreement sometime later. This modified version was rejected by the Republic, and war soon 

returned to Indonesia, with the Netherlands having had more time to recover from WWII 

2.3.2 The Renville Agreement 

In early July 1947, the Dutch launched an extensive military campaign meant to reclaim 

and pacify what they still viewed as the Dutch East Indies. Claiming that the territories in question 

were part of the sovereign state of the Netherlands, the Dutch justified their offensive as police 

actions to quell unrest. With their forces in the area now numbering well over 100,000, the Dutch 

quickly pushed back the revolutionary Republican forces. The Dutch launched airstrikes, 

blockaded the ports, and killed over 100,000 Republican forces, losing only a few thousand of 

their own. The Indonesian forces were reduced to guerilla warfare, and were steadily losing ground 

to the much better equipped Dutch forces. However, the extreme actions of the Netherlands 

provoked strong international condemnation. 

On the 30th of July 1947, the Australian representative asked that the United Nations 

Security Council consider the Indonesian Question due to the open hostilities between the 

Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia. The Australian representative argued that the Security 

Council should demand an end to the warfare, invoking Article 39 of the UN charter (see section 

3.3). On the same day, the representative of India (invoking Article 35) also asked the UNSC to 

intervene in Indonesia under Article 34, as the warfare represented a threat to peace and security 
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in the region. Although both the Netherlands and India were invited to participate in the discussion, 

Indonesia was not represented until two weeks later. The Dutch representative had successfully 

argued that there was no Republic of Indonesia as they were a part of the Dutch sovereignty. By 

August 14, 1947, both the Philippines and the Republic of Indonesia had representatives present 

for UN discussions. Before this, however, the UNSC passed resolution 2743. This resolution called 

upon both parties to cease hostilities and settle their dispute through peaceful arbitration, as the 

Australian representative had proposed.  

 

Figure 1- Representatives aboard the USS Renville44 

Both the Netherlands and Indonesia responded in the affirmative, so on the 25 th of August, 

1947, the UNSC passed resolutions 3045 and 3146. Together, the resolutions established the so-

called “Committee of Good Offices (CGO)” as an arbitration council. The arbitration would be 

administered by the Batavian consulate, while each disputant appointed to the CGO a 

representative (Belgium was chosen by the Netherlands, Australia by Indonesia), as well as an 

agreed upon neutral third-party (both claimants agreed upon the United States). The eventual 

                                                 
43 https://undocs.org/S/RES/27(1947) 
44 Vickers, Adrian. A History of Modern Indonesia. N.p.: Cambridge UP, 2013. Print. 
45 https://undocs.org/S/RES/30(1947) 
46 https://undocs.org/S/RES/31(1947) 
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agreement takes its name from the neutral site selected, with much consternation, for the talks to 

take place; the USS Renville, a US troopship docked in the Bay of Jakarta.  

Establishing negotiations was difficult, and the UNSC closely monitored the progress made 

by both sides. Matters were not helped by the Dutch insisting on an aggressively drawn ceasefire 

boundary, the “Van Mook Line,” devised by Acting Governor-General Hubertus Van Mook. The 

boundaries left the Republicans with less than a third of Jukarta, half of Madura, and the slight 

majority of Sumatra, albeit the poorest parts. The Netherlands claimed the line represented the 

positions held by their troops before the ceasefire. In reality, the line connected their furthest 

advances, so much of the Dutch territory was actually still controlled by Republican troops. This 

allowed the Netherlands to conduct what they referred to as “mopping up” operations, clearing out 

the Republicans from their sides of the Van Mook Line. The Dutch insisted that this did not violate 

the ceasefire because the land was rightfully theirs, echoing their arguments from before the first 

UNSC resolution. However, just ten days after declaring the Van Mook line Dutch forces crossed 

the boundary and conquered the other half of Madura. The continued fighting stood in stark 

contrast to the ostensible ceasefire, and the UNSC passed two resolutions condemning the 

continued violence in Indonesia in the run up to the first negotiations of the CGO.  
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Figure 2- Van Mook Line Division of Jakarta47 

 

During this time, the Republicans steadfastly opposed the Van Mook Line, and both 

Australia, India, and the USSR pressed this claim in the United Nations. The repeatedly tried to 

pass resolutions demanding the Dutch military withdraw to the areas that they had launched their 

attacks from. However, the USA opposed these drafts resolutions on the grounds that it would 

violate the UN Charter by abridging the rights of a party to the dispute. This opposition, as well as 

the public perception that Dutch military actions were dependent on credit and weapons from the 

US and Britain, led to public attitudes towards the West in Indonesia souring greatly, as most of 

them did not know that Secretary Marshall had been strongly lobbying the Dutch to prevent them 

from following through on wiping out the Republic altogether. Instead the Indonesian public felt 

that the USSR was the only major power on their side. 

As negotiations finally started on the 8th of December 1947, the Republican forces were in 

dire straits. The areas they had been left with were food deficit lands, and the Dutch blockade of 

the islands left the Republicans unable to access the outside food and supplies they needed. This 

may have made them more willing to compromise, and they fully agreed to the first two proposals 

                                                 
47 Kahin, George McTurnan. Nationalism and Revolution in Indonesia. Southeast Asia Program Publications, Cornell 

University, 2003. 
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made by the CGO. However, the Netherlands, possibly sensing that time was on their side 

militarily, accepted both proposals only in part. On December 26th, with the protracted negotiat ions 

still unable to find a mutually acceptable compromise, the CGO issued the “Christmas Message,” 

calling on both parties to accept the Van Mook Line as the boundaries of a truce, but for the Dutch 

to withdraw to their pre-attack positions within 3 months and return control of the evacuated areas 

to the Republican forces.  

While Indonesia once again accepted the terms in full, the Dutch countered with a 12-

principle plan that absorbed the acceptable parts of the CGO’s proposed terms. The princip les 

provided that within 6-12 months there would be free elections throughout Indonesia for self-

determination of each area, as well as guaranteeing the freedom of speech, publication, and 

assembly to the people of Indonesia. However, they made no mention of the Dutch military 

withdrawing to pre-attack positions. Worse, the principles gave no representation in the interim 

government to the Republicans, and the Dutch opposed international monitoring of the situation. 

The counter-proposal came with an ultimatum as well – if the Republicans did not unconditiona lly 

accept the Dutch terms, the Netherlands “would not be bound by the 12 principles, and liberty of 

action would be resumed.  

The Dutch aggression in negotiations was matched politically outside of them when the 

Netherlands announced the formation of the state of East Sumatra on December 29 th. Then, on 

January 4th of this year, 1948, they convened a council of representatives from around Indonesia. 

The ten representatives, three from republican controlled territory, met with the Dutch Prime 

Minister Dr. Louis Beel to discuss the future of a federal Indonesia. The outcome of the meeting 

was the immediate establishment of an interim government to facilitate the transition of power to 

a sovereign United States of Indonesia. The Republic was invited to take part in this interim 
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government as a minority party, but also was issued another ultimatum on January 9 th. They had 

three days to accept the terms, or the Netherlands would resume their freedom of actions. 

In an effort to bring the two sides closer together, the CGO proposed an additional 6 

principles, which were accepted by the Netherlands. These promised fair representation to the 

Republic in the interim government, allowed self-determination of the various territories of 

Indonesia to take the form of a CGO-observed plebiscite, and for the Republic of Indonesia to be 

a constituent state of the United States of Indonesia. However, the Republicans still had concerns 

over the ambiguity of the original 12 principles. In response, the CGO met with the Republican 

leaders and issued their own interpretations of the 12 principles, although these were non-binding 

and unaccepted by the Netherlands. The CGO’s efforts, particularly the efforts of its American 

leader, Dr. Frank Graham, as well as the Dutch ultimatum finally convinced the Republicans to 

agree. On January 19th, the Renville agreement was signed. 

Since then, the truce has held. The UNSC commended the success of the negotiations in 

Resolution 41,48 and requested to be continually appraised of the situation into the near future. The 

truce has held, uneasily, for now. The peace has not been without incident. Dutch troops recently 

fought a battle with Indonesian troops whom they insisted were violating the terms of the armistice 

and crossing the Van Mook Line, which the Republican military denies. In turn, Indonesia claims 

the the Dutch have violated the agreement by holding an election in Madura without an UN 

monitors. The agreement specified that there would be a waiting period of at least 6 months, but 

not more than 12, before the plebiscites were to be held. In addition, all elections were to be 

monitored by the CGO. Due to the tumultuous nature of the conflict, and the fragility of the current 

truce, both the UNSC and GA are actively discussing the situation. 
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2.4 Bloc Positions 

Most of the international community is opposed to the Dutch aggression in Indonesia. They 

do have some supporters in Europe (Belgium is their representative on the CGO), though most of 

these have favored neutrality and abstentions over outright support (France and the United 

Kingdom are examples here). However, most of the community has been divided on what the 

proper recourse is. The United States has been active behind the scenes in keeping the Dutch at 

the negotiating table, but they and their bloc opposed forcing the Netherlands to withdraw from 

the Van Mook Line. The USSR led a group in opposition to the US on the latter issue, and 

Indonesia certainly has its own strong supporters (Australia and India, for example). These 

divisions are further exacerbated by the presence of a strong socialist party in the Republic, led by 

famous revolutionary leaders such as Amir Sjarifoeddin, Sutan Sjahrir, and Supeno. With global 

politics being increasingly defined by the issue of communism, this party could cause serious 

divisions among Indonesia’s supporters.  

2.5 Discussion Questions 

• What role can and should the UN play in the self-determination of the colonial worlds? 

What about the GA and the SC specifically? 

• How can the UN ensure that the ceasefire is respected and peace lasts in Indonesia? 

• Does a colonial revolution constitute an internal affair of a sovereign nation, or is it an 

international dispute? 

• What tools does the UN have at its disposal to enforce the terms of the ceasefire in 

Indonesia? 

2.6 Key Terms 

• Renville Agreement 
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• Van Mook Line 

• The Bersiap 

• Article 39 

• UNSC Resolution 27 

• Party to the Dispute 
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3 Topic 3 – Creating an International Framework for Refugees 

3.1 Topic Introduction 

 With the atrocities of World War II coming to light, there is a strong international desire 

to promote universal human rights. The new United Nations Charter has tasked the United 

Nations with this responsibility and calls on the newly formed Commission on Human Rights to 

discuss a written declaration of human rights.  This issue highlights a major divide within the 

international community and the major world powers.  

3.2 Historical Background 

 The protection of basic human rights has long been an issue for the international 

community. The massacre of Hindus in South Asia by the Mongol conqueror Timur in the late 

fourteenth century and the massacres of Muslims and Jews during the Crusades are just a few 

examples of gross violations of human rights. 

 Among the earliest documents discussing human rights is the Code of Hammurabi, which 

was written in approximately in 1754 BC in ancient Mesopotamia. The code established rules on 

matters that included women’s rights, slave rights, and children’s rights. Cyrus the Great of 

Persia (6th Century BC) and Asoka of South Asia (3rd Century BC) also recognized the 

importance of legal frameworks protecting individual rights and incorporated unprecedented 

protections within their codes and laws.49 

In the modern era, documents such as the Magna Carta (1215), the English Bill of Rights 

(1689), the French Declaration on the Rights of Man and Citizen (1789), and the United States 

                                                 
49 https://www.un.org/events/humanrights/2008/history.shtml  
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Bill of Rights (1791) all asserted individual rights and have become frameworks for those 

advocating for universal human rights.50 

 After the Napoleonic Wars in the early nineteenth century, it became evident to several 

European nations that an agreement had to be made to protect the victims of armed conflict. 

Brought to fruition by Henry Durant, the founder of the International Committee of the Red 

Cross, the First Geneva Convention brought together twelve European nations to discuss the 

rights of those wounded during war. The resulting agreement, which protected the wounded and 

their caretakers, is widely regarded as the first international agreement on human rights. 

Subsequent Geneva Conventions, which took place in 1906 and 1929 and hosted several more 

party states, extended these protections to prisoners of war and shipwrecked sailors.51  

 After the events of the World War I, the newly formed League of Nations attempted to 

support human rights in many regions of the world. Many of the League’s efforts were focused 

on former colonies, and the League passed numerous mandates to help these new nations 

maintain human rights as their governments matured. In addition, the International Labour 

Organization, an agency formed within the League of Nations, focused much of its initial efforts 

on outlining specific rights for workers. These included the rights to work in freedom, in equity, 

in security, and with dignity.52 

 While these efforts produced initial positive results, a lack of international support for the 

League of Nations undermined the body’s ability to ensure universal human rights over the long 

term. The final blow to the League’s efforts came in the 1930’s with the Japanese conquests in 

                                                 
50 http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/edumat/hreduseries/hereandnow/Part-1/short-history.htm 
51 https://www.icrc.org/en/war-and- law/treaties-customary- law/geneva-conventions 

52 http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/edumat/hreduseries/hereandnow/Part-1/short-history.htm 
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the Pacific. The inability for the League to respond to the apparent violations of basic human 

rights by the Japanese largely brought the League’s human rights progress to a halt. 

In his 1941 State of the Union address, United States president Franklin D. Roosevelt 

proposed four freedoms that every person in the world should have the ability to enjoy. They 

included the freedom of speech, the freedom of religion, the freedom from fear, and the freedom 

from want. These four freedoms were later adopted by the Allied nations of World War II as 

their ideological goals for the war. One of the central objectives of these “Four Freedoms” was 

for it to be universal, for people everywhere in the world.53 

At the end of the war, it became apparent that the war atrocities committed were 

unprecedented violations of human rights. The mass genocide by Nazi Germany, the treatment of 

Chinese civilians by Japan, and the bombing of civilians using the atomic bomb were all horrific, 

and the international community began expressing a strong desire to prevent such violations 

from happening again.  

3.3 Current Situation 

 Article 1(3) of the new United Nations Charter states that the purpose of the United 

Nations is to “achieve international cooperation in solving international problems of an 

economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect 

for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, 

language, or religion.” Article 55 further states the United Nations “will promote universal 

respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all.” 

 While the United Nations Charter did call for the promotion of human rights, it did not 

adequately define what the term “human rights” entailed. Instead, the Charter tasked the 

                                                 
53https://www.archives.gov/exhibits/powers_of_persuasion/four_freedoms/four_freedoms.html  
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Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) in Article 68 to “set up commissions in economic and 

social fields and for the promotion of human rights.”54 

 In accordance with the United Nations Charter, ECOSOC has established a Commission 

on Human Rights to discuss the promotion and protection of human rights. While the Charter 

does mandate for the creation of a commission to discuss human rights, it does not call for the 

drafting of an international bill of rights. In light of the atrocities of World War II, many leaders 

of the international community believe that an “international bill of rights” is necessary to 

validate the Charter’s call to promote human rights and provide legitimacy to the new United 

Nations as a viable international body.55 

3.3.1 Topics of Controversy 

  One major topic of controversy is over the origin of human rights. Supporters of natural 

rights believe that human beings have rights because they were endowed to them by nature, or by 

a religious or spiritual figure. Supporters of positive rights disagree and instead believe that is the 

actions and agreements of people have been the basis of human rights. This particular view 

believes the basis of the origin of human rights to come from the state.  

 A second controversy exists between the Marxist ideology of the Soviet bloc and the 

Liberal ideology of the Western bloc. The Soviet bloc maintains that the rights of the collective 

dominate over that of the individual. It criticizes the individualistic approach favored by the 

Western bloc, believing that it fails to ensure the social and economic equality. The Soviet bloc 

also has voiced concerns with certain political rights, such as the freedom of speech, being 

granted to all, as it could give greater power to fascists and other dissenting groups. 

                                                 
54 http://www.un.org/en/sections/un-charter/un-charter-full-text/ 
55 http://ccnmtl.columbia.edu/projects/mmt/udhr/udhr_general/drafting_history.html  
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  The Western bloc believes that political equality is of greater importance than social and 

economic equality, and insists that the new declaration cannot be a guarantor of social and 

economic rights. In addition, it maintains that the rights be universal and not restricted to certain 

groups of people. 

 Another issue of contention is the legal status of the declaration. Some nations have 

voiced a desire to make the document solely one of moral obligation. Others have insisted that 

the declaration also contain legal provisions under international law, stating that a declaration 

with just moral obligations will fail to protect the human rights of all.56 

 Regionally, differences exist as well. Some countries in the Middle East, notably Saudi 

Arabia, have insisted that the declaration respect Sharia law. However, this feeling was not 

shared by the rest of the Middle East. These other nations, led by the secular Turkey, have 

insisted that protecting human rights is vital to becoming a part of the international community. 

In South Africa and the United States, existing practices of racial segregation could put it at odds 

with certain aspects of the declaration.57 

3.4 Bloc Positions 

USA and Allied Nations:  The USA and its allies are very much in favor of a 

comprehensive doctrine for Human rights.  The Allied powers have made sure to treat all of its 

people with certain rights.  The major discussion point is the teeth of any doctrine as well as 

cooperation with the USSR and its satellite nations.  

USSR and Satellite Nations:  The USSR and its subordinate and allied nations see this as 

a major breach in sovereignty and a massive overreach of the international community.  The 

                                                 
56 http://rl-online.ru/articles/4-03/224.html 
57 http://www.universalrights.net/main/creation.htm 
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USSR and allies see this legislation as a needless way for the US and western powers to malign 

the national morality of its chief competitor for hegemony. Our bloc will not permit a piece 

international legislation to unfairly malign the USSR and its allies because of baseless claims of 

moral superiority.  

Non-Aligned Movement:   Many of these nations have their allegiances up for grabs. 

Many nations have made sure to set priorities or benchmarks for the Resolution.  Differing 

geographic areas have differing priorities and must make sure to meet all priorities for this 

landmark piece of legislation.  

3.5 Discussion Questions 

• Should the new document be legally binding? 

• What should be done if United Nations member states do not comply? 

• How can existing religious and social doctrines be respected? 

• What is the origin of human rights, and how can differences in these beliefs be 

addressed?  

• How have past attempts to protect human rights failed to prevent the atrocities of World 

War II? How can this be prevented in the future? 

• How can the differences between Marxism and Liberalism be addressed? 

• Can the new document give legitimacy to the United Nations? 

• What can be done to help governments promote human rights? 

3.6 Key Terms 

• Human Rights 

• Declaration on the Rights of Man 

• Geneva Conventions 
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• United Nations Charter 

• Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) 

• Natural Law 

• Positive Law 

• Liberalism 

• Marxism 

3.7 Resources 

• https://www.icrc.org/en/war-and- law/treaties-customary- law/geneva-conventions 

• https://www.archives.gov/exhibits/powers_of_persuasion/four_freedoms/four_freedoms.

html 

• https://www.un.org/events/humanrights/2008/history.shtml 

• https://www2.gwu.edu/~erpapers/humanrights/timeline/timeline5.cfm 

• http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/ 

• http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/edumat/hreduseries/hereandnow/Part-1/short-history.htm 

• http://www.universalrights.net/main/creation.htm 

• http://ccnmtl.columbia.edu/projects/mmt/udhr/udhr_general/drafting_history.html 

• http://www.un.org/en/sections/un-charter/un-charter- full-text/ 

• http://rl-online.ru/articles/4-03/224.html 
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